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Behind the many online storefronts for counterfeit goods lurk a 
small handful of sophisticated criminal operations. 
 
How can automated, data-driven methods help to identify and 
target them? 

Problem in a nutshell 
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“affiliate programs” 

Who is running the store? 



What is an affiliate program? 

•  Illegitimate business that sells counterfeit goods: 
  millions of $$$ of revenue per month 

•  Manage Web sites that serve as online storefronts 
•  Enlist spammers to advertise their storefronts via 

bulk email 
•  Contract out payment & fulfillment services 



Figure 1: Infrastructure involved in a single URL’s value chain, including advertisement, click support and realization steps.

machine in Brazil (Õ). The user’s browser initiates an HTTP
request to the machine (Œ), and receives content that renders
the storefront for “Pharmacy Express,” a brand associated
with the Mailien pharmaceutical affiliate program based in
Russia (œ).

After selecting an item to purchase and clicking on
“Checkout”, the storefront redirects the user to a payment
portal served from payquickonline.com (this time serving
content via an IP address in Turkey), which accepts the
user’s shipping, email contact, and payment information, and
provides an order confirmation number. Subsequent email
confirms the order, provides an EMS tracking number, and
includes a contact email for customer questions. The bank
that issued the user’s credit card transfers money to the
acquiring bank, in this case the Azerigazbank Joint-Stock
Investment Bank in Baku, Azerbaijan (BIN 404610, –).
Ten days later the product arrives, blister-packaged, in a
cushioned white envelope with postal markings indicating
a supplier named PPW based in Chennai, India as its
originator (—).

C. Cybercrime economics

Alongside the myriad studies of the various components
employed in spam (e.g., botnets, fast flux, etc.), a literature
has recently emerged that focuses on using economic tools
for understanding cybercrime (including spam) in a more
systematic fashion, with an aim towards enabling better
reasoning about effective interventions. Here we highlight
elements of this work that have influenced our study.

Some of the earliest such work has aimed to understand
the scope of underground markets based on the value of
found goods (typically stolen financial credentials), either as
seen on IRC chatrooms [10], forums [59], malware “drop-
zones” [16], or directly by intercepting communications to
botnet C&C servers [50]. Herley and Florêncio critique this
line of work as not distinguishing between claimed and
true losses, and speculate that such environments inherently

reflect “lemon markets” in which few participants are likely
to acquire significant profits (particularly spammers) [15].
While this hypothesis remains untested, its outcome is
orthogonal to our focus of understanding the structure of
the value chain itself.

Our own previous work on spam conversion also used
empirical means to infer parts of the return-on-investment
picture in the spam business model [21]. By contrast,
this study aims to be considerably more comprehensive in
breadth (covering what we believe reflect most large spam
campaigns) and depth (covering the fullness of the value
chain), but offering less precision regarding specific costs.

Finally, another line of work has examined interventions
from an economic basis, considering the efficacy of site
and domain takedown in creating an economic impediment
for cybercrime enterprises (notably phishing) [6], [35], [36].
Molnar et al. further develop this approach via comparisons
with research on the illicit drug ecosystem [34]. Our work
builds on this, but focuses deeply on the spam problem in
particular.

III. DATA COLLECTION METHODOLOGY

In this section we describe our datasets and the method-
ology by which we collected, processed, and validated
them. Figure 2 concisely summarizes our data sources and
methods. We start with a variety of full-message spam feeds,
URL feeds, and our own botnet-harvested spam ( ). Feed
parsers extract embedded URLs from the raw feed data for
further processing (À). A DNS crawler enumerates various
resource record sets of the URL’s domain, while a farm
of Web crawlers visits the URLs and records HTTP-level
interactions and landing pages (Ã). A clustering tool clusters
pages by content similarity (Õ). A content tagger labels the
content clusters according to the category of goods sold, and
the associated affiliate programs (Œ). We then make targeted
purchases from each affiliate program (œ), and store the
feed data and distilled and derived metadata in a database

Figure from Levchenko et al, 2011 

Click Trajectories 

•  Bottleneck is payment processing 
95% of spam-advertised pharmaceutical, replica, and software products are 
monetized through only a handful of merchant banks 

•  If affiliate program can’t process credit cards, business collapses 



Key insight 

100s of thousands of storefronts 



Key insight 

100s of thousands of storefronts dozens of affiliate programs 



Our work 

•  Goal:  classify storefronts by affiliate program; 
disrupt their operation to undermine spam business model 

 
 
•  Approach:  HTML bag-of-words, nearest neighbor 

classification (automated system) 

•  Takeaway:  highly accurate — even with simple classifier & 
limited labeled examples 



Challenges 



1.  Web pages that render very differently are often 
linked to the same affiliate program  

 

GlavMed EvaPharmacy 
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Challenges 

2.  Difficulty in acquiring training data 

Eva Prestige SoftSales 

GlavMed Greenline Ultimate 

expert labeling is 
slow & tedious! 



•  Security experts labeled 178k storefronts 
–  Estimated ~200 person-hours 
–  Painstaking manual process 

•  Inspect HTML source for signals, 
encode with regular expressions 

•  NOT once-and-for-all effort 
–  Storefronts change over time, regexs go stale 
 

•  Ripe opportunity for machine learning — a more 
automated approach to aid security practitioners 

A role for machine learning 



Feature extraction 

HTML src 

<html> 
… 
</html> 

DNS 

screenshot DNS records 



•  Affiliate programs use in-house software engines to 
generate storefront templates 

•  HTML contains distinctive signatures 
•  Bag-of-words on HTML – automated! 

Feature extraction 

HTML src 

<html> 
… 
</html> 

DNS 

screenshot DNS records 



Data set 

•  classes:     44 
•  labeled exs:    178k 
•  largest class:    58k 
•  smallest class:   2 

Data is high-dimensional & sparse 
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Visualization of EvaPharmacy 



Proof-of-concept experiment 

•  Question:  are these HTML features enough to 
distinguish affiliate programs: 
–  From one another? 
–  From the noise in the Web crawl? 

•  43k unlabeled Web pages à “other” class 
 

•  Favorable setting:  plenty of labeled data 
•  45-way 1-nearest neighbor classification, 

10 random 70/30 train/test splits 
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Proof-of-concept experiment 

•  Question:  are these HTML features enough to 
distinguish affiliate programs: 
–  From one another? 
–  From the noise in the Web crawl? 

•  43k unlabeled Web pages à “other” class 
 

•  Favorable setting:  plenty of labeled data 
•  45-way 1-nearest neighbor classification, 

10 random 70/30 train/test splits 

Avg accuracy  =  99.95% How so 
good?! 



HTML distances are highly predictive 

Distances from every point to nearest neighbor in EvaPharmacy 
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Mimicking an operational deployment 

•  Experts must label some storefronts, but how many? 
•  Learning from scratch:  only small initial seed of 

labeled storefronts 
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Classification in operational setting 

Avg accuracy          75%          85%         93%          97%          98% 
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One-shot learning 
              Singly labeled storefront               Correctly classified storefronts 
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Further results 

•  Found & labeled 3,785 additional storefront pages 

 
 
 
 
 
•  Clustered unlabeled Web pages to identify new 

affiliate programs 



Conclusion 

•  Automated system for identifying affiliate 
programs behind illegal online storefronts 

•  Simple model is highly accurate 
–  Templatized storefronts, many near-duplicates 
– Affiliate programs’ efforts to operate at scale make 

automated defense possible 

•  Big win for security practitioners 
– Modest labeling effort is enough to bootstrap the 

system 

•  Security a Big Data field; ML an invaluable tool for 
large-scale Web crawls 



Thank you! 

Questions? 


